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THE DOMAIN SPACES OF QUASILOGARITHMIC OPERATORS

M. CWIKEL, B. JAWERTH AND M. MILMAN

Abstract. The construction of intermediate Banach spaces in interpolation

theory and the study of commutator inequalities in this context are closely

related to certain nonlinear operators SI. Here an explicit characterization of

the domain spaces of these operators £2 is obtained, and the characterization

is related to logarithmic Sobolev inequalities.

1. Introduction

In [ 15] Rochberg and Weiss initiated the study of second order estimates for

the complex method of interpolation. In [10] a similar analysis was carried out

for the real method of interpolation.

Real interpolation spaces are constructed by means of finding efficient ways of

decomposing functions into pieces which can then be studied separately. Let A ,

B, be couples of Banach spaces and let 7* : A —> B be a bounded linear operator.

The optimal decompositions can be done before and after application of 7*.

This leads to considering operators Í2, which we shall term "quasilogarithmic

operators", related to the decomposition process (see §2 for precise definitions).

The main theoretical results of [10] are that the commutator of T and Q is

bounded on interpolation spaces and that T is bounded on the domain of

definition of Q.

This paper is a contribution to the study of the relationship between the

quasilogarithmic operators generated by the K and J methods of interpolation

and its implications for the study of the structure of the domains of definition of

Q. In fact, in (2.8) we show that there exist optimal J and K decompositions

such that

(l.i) n* = -ß,.

This suggest that the domain spaces Qg   (A) can be obtained as real interpo-

lation spaces similar to the standard spaces Ag   , but with the usual "weight"
_a _a _

function t     replaced by cog(t) = t    (1 + | log t\). For a couple A we denote
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these spaces by A(ú . Using this notation, the question suggested by (1.1) is

whether the equality

<L2> ngq(A) = AWeq

holds for all couples of Banach spaces.

In §2 we provide a proof of (1.2) using (1.1) and a retract argument. This

result clarifies some of the results of [15] and [10] and provides an efficient way

of computing the spaces Çlg   (A) in many concrete instances (cf. §3).

As will be apparent from our proof, the validity of (1.2) depends ultimately

on a "mixed reiteration theorem." In fact, Q.g is an interpolation functor, and

our argument reduces the proof of (1.2) to checking its validity for a couple of

Lp spaces. We briefly discuss further aspects of this point of view in §4.

The papers [15] and [10] contain a number of applications of commutator

inequalities to other areas of analysis. In §3 we discuss the relationship between

commutator inequalities and logarithmic Sobolev inequalities, and we compare

the space Q.g   (A) with a variant of the complex method of interpolation.

2. Commutator inequalities and quasilogarithmic operators

We start by recalling the relevant definitions and results from [10].

Let A = (AQ,AX) be a Banach couple.  Given a e ~L(A) and c > 1 , the

decomposition a = a0(t) + aft), t > 0, is c-almost optimal if

K(t,a,l)<\\a0(t)\\Ao + t\\ax(t)\\A¡ <cK(t,a,A)

for t > 0 . (In what follows the constant c will be fixed during the discussion,

and its value will be unimportant for our purposes.)

An almost optimal projection is a map defined by taking D(t)a = DK(t, A)a =

a0(t) for some almost optimal decomposition. D is in general nonlinear, and

D(t): I.(A) —> A0. It is always possible to choose almost optimal decomposi-

tions such that aft), i = 0, 1 , is a continuous A:-valued function of t (e.g.

simply specify af2") for each integer n and extend linearly on each interval

(2", 2"+1 )). In such a case we shall say that the c-almost optimal decomposition

and the associated almost optimal projection are smooth.

Let A, B be Banach couples, and let T be a bounded linear operator,

77: A —> B . The local commutator [T ,D(t)] is defined by

[T,D(t)]a = TD(t,Â)a-D(t,B)Ta,       ael(Â), t > 0.

The commutator operator [T , Q] is then defined by

(2.1) [T,Ci]a = J°°[T,D(t)]a^.

To give the notation [T, Q.] an interpretation corresponding to the commutator
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of two Operators in the usual sense we introduce

(2.2) Definition. Let A be a Banach couple and let D(t), t > 0, be a smooth

almost optimal projection. The operator Q = QA- K is defined by

/■' dt      f°° dt
Çia = Çl-AKa = I D(t)a" - |   (a - D(t)a)".

Then the formula (2.1) may be written as

[T,QA]a = TÇlja-ÇljTa.

Formally Q is a renormalization of the divergent integral ff° D(t)aj-. For

example, for the couple A = (L , L°°),

(2.3) nf(x) = f(x)\logXf(\f(x)\)\

where XAt) = \{x: \f(x)\ > t}\ is the left-continuous distribution function of

/. This and other examples are given in [10]. In the light of examples like this

one, and also for reasons which will be apparent later, we shall refer to Q. as a

"quasilogarithmic operator."

Let us also point out that if a different almost optimal projection D(t) is

chosen, then the corresponding quasilogarithmic operator Q will be, in general,

different from Í2. However, for 0 < 0 < 1 , I < q < oo, Í2 - £2 is a bounded

map of Ag to itself. This is in fact a simple consequence of the commutator

theorem (cf. (2.5) and [10]). This justifies the following definition:

For 0 < q < oo, 0 < Q < 1 , let

(2.4) cleq(A) = [aeAgq:ÇiaeABq}

with the quasi-norm

11    HSV,(/1)       "    »ABJI       II        ll-V,

Let A , B be Banach couples, and let T: A —► B be a bounded linear oper-

ator. Then (cf. [10])

(2.5) [T,Q]:Ägq^B0q,        0 < 0 < 1, 0 < q < oo,

(2.6) T:^gq(A)^Çigq(B),        0 <0 <1, 0 < q <oo.

Similarly, as in [10], one can define the corresponding quasilogarithmic oper-

ators for the J method. Given a e I.(A), 0 < 6 < 1 , 0<i?<oo,we shall say

that Dfqa = u defines an almost optimal decomposition for the J method if

u: (0,oo) —► A(A) is such that

f°°       dt -
(i) /    u(t)- = a   in 1(A),

Jo l

(J(t,u(t),A)t-e)gTj     <c\\a\\legj.
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The associated quasilogarithmic operator is defined by

(2.7) neaJa= r u(t)\ogt^-.

In [10] it is shown that (2.5) also holds when the quasilogarithmic operators

ÇlA K and Q^ K are replaced by their Qg    . analogues.

Our first result clarifies the relationship between the quasilogarithmic opera-

tors generated by the K and J methods (cf. [10]):

(2.8) Theorem. Let A be a Banach couple and let a el. (A). Then there exists

a decomposition for the J method a = ¡f° w(i)y which is almost optimal for

all choices of 6 e (0,1), q e (0,oo]. Furthermore, there exists an almost opti-

mal decomposition for the K method such that the associated quasilogarithmic

operators Qy, ÍAlK satisfy

(2.9) Q.JÜ = -ClKa.

Proof. Let a e 1(A). By the fundamental lemma of interpolation theory (cf.

[2, 4]) we can find a representation a = J0°° «(s) y such that an almost optimal

decomposition for the K method is given by

dsf   / sds     f°°
= /   u(s)—+ /     u

Jo s       Jl
{S)-S

and

K(t,a,A)<  j    mini I,-jJ(s,u(s), A)
t\ rt     , , _ ds

s

< c        mm ll,-\K(s,a,A) —

for t > 0. This (and the equivalence of Ag    K and Ag q y ) implies that the

decomposition Dja(t) = u(t) is an almost optimal decomposition of a , for all

choices of 0 and q. Also, DK(t)a = JqU(s)y is an almost optimal projection.

Now we calculate

r dt      f°° dt
lKa= j   DK(t)a—-j    (a-DK(t)a) —

/■' ['   , Jsdt      f00 f00   , Mdt

= JoJoU{s)-T'Jx   I   M(i)7T

= J(-loès)u(s)T-Ji   JiTu(s)-

L ds
u(s) logs-= -QjO ,

0 s

and this completes the proof.

It follows from (2.9) that the domain spaces Q0    fA) coincide with the

corresponding space Qg    K(A) (cf. (2.4)).
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We next consider the relationship between the spaces Qg   (A) and the inter-
_a

polation spaces obtained by replacing the weights t     by

ojg(t) = (l + \loët\)t'e.

Given a Banach couple A , 0 < 0 < 1, 0<<?<oo,we define

(2.10)   I, nK = \ael(A): ||a|b

,qdt^[/q
= [J° (œe(t)K(t,a,A))"-jj

In a similar fashion one defines the corresponding Aw y spaces and one ver-

ifies, using the fundamental lemma and a suitable form of Hardy's inequalities,

that

(2.11) I  „ r=iX,  „ ,,        0<0 <l,0<q<oo.
V ' Wö ,? ,A COg ,q ,J ' ' ^    —

(For even more general results see [9].)

Our main result is given by

(2.12) Theorem.  Qe<t¡(l) =1^^^, O<0<1, 0<#<oo.

For the proof we shall need the following two lemmas. The first is concerned

with the stability of the spaces Qg (A) under iteration, while the second de-

scribes the stability of Q under partial retracts.

(2.13) Lemma. Let A be a couple of Banach spaces, 0 < 0O < 6X, 1 <

q0,q,qx < oo, O<0, X< 1. // Aj-q = (1^ ,Ag¡ J , (1 - X)6Q + A0, = 6,
then

(2-14) qa,9(%) = ng,q(Â).

Proof. By Holmstedt's proof of the reiteration theorem (cf. [1,10]),

DK(t,Ä1R)(a) = DK(fla,A)(a)

where a = 0, - 0O . Therefore

(2.15) «%- = %

and (2.14) follows.

Let us recall the notion of partial retract. Given two couples A, B, we say

that A is a partial retract of ß if for each x e 1(A) there are two bounded

linear operators S : A —> /? and ^ : 5 —> A such that J^x = x and the

norms of S and ^ are independent of x. This notion apparently goes back

to Peetre [13] (where the terminology is slightly different).

(2.16) Lemma. Let A be a partial retract of B, and let 0 < 0 < 1, 0 < <? < oo.

If Ci    (B) CBri „, then we also have flfl „(À) ci    .
J       a ,qv    ' —      a>e ,q ' a ,qK    ' —     tos ,q
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Proof. Let a e &gg(Ä). Let J : A -* B , A^.B-^Âbe such that &Ja = a .

By the commutator theorem

[Cl,S]:Agq^Bgq.

Therefore, the formula

[Q, S]a = J?QAa - ClgJ'a

shows that J^a e £"L AB) c Bri     .a ,qx    ' —     co0 ,q

By interpolation,

3°: B       -+A
ai» A (o8 ,q

and so A? (Ja) = ae Aw    , as required.

We now return to the proof of (2.12):

Proof. Let a e Aw     .. As in the proof of (2.8) there exists a representation

a = /0°°r(s)f suchthat

,ds
iogsr(s

'o

and

/ f°° —     dt\ xlq
(2.18) /    (cog(t)J(t,r(t),A))q-)      <c\\aUA

Z-00 ds
(2.17) Çia = -l    lo%sr(s) —

Jo s

t   I        - ~      "A^g.iJ

Let u(s) = (logí)r(í). Then £lKa = /0°° u(s)^f and

a a dt\l/q Í f°° —     dt^xlq
(t eJ(t,u](t),A))qTJ      <c{J    (ae(t)J(t,r(t),A))q-

- c\\a\h
™u>g ,q J

Consequently, Qa e Ag    y and ||Qa||^       < c||a|b,      3 ■

Conversely, let us show that Qe   (A) C Aw     .  Observe that by the reiter-

ation formula (2.14) we only need to show that Q.   (Aa „ ,AH „ ) c A,,  „,
v ' J *,r    »o*       »i A\ '  —      <og ,q '

for whichever particular choice of q0 and qx in [ 1, oo] which we find most

convenient, and where the other indices satisfy the conditions of Lemma (2.13).

Now, it was proved in [5] that the couple (Ag     ,Ag^    ) is a partial retract of

the couple (lqo(2~n °), lq' (2~"6' )). Moreover, we shall verify in a moment that

(2.19) O q(lqo(2'ne°),lq'(2~n0i)) C (lqo(2-neo),lq'(2~ne'))Wiq.

Hence, by Lemma (2.16),

^A.q(Ae0.q0,Ae,,qf C (A00 ,q0 ' A6¡ ,q¡ )<oi ,q = Awe ,q '

where the last equality follows from the reiteration theorem of [8]. Thus we

have shown that the desired result will follow from (2.19). In order to verify

(2.19) we argue that by successive partial retracts (cf. example (3.7) below) it

is enough to verify (2.19) for the couple (lqo ,lqi). The required result is then

contained in the following.
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(2.20) Lemma. Let (Lq°(X), Lq,(X)),   1 < q0 ¿ qx < oo, be a couple of Lq-

spaces on a measure space X. Then

QgJLqo(X),Lq'(X)) c (Lq\X),L9\X))Ueq

for 0 < 0 < 1, 0<(?<oo.

Proof. We first observe that by reiteration ((2.13) and (2.15)) it is enough to

consider the case q0 = 1 and qx = oo . Then

Cla(x) = a(x)\ logXa(\a(x)\),

and K(t ,a;L , L°°) = /0' a*(s)ds . The norm of an element a in the space on

the left-hand side is equivalent to

(J~[t-eK(t,\a\ + \Çla\;L\L°°)]q^lq.

We claim that

(2.21) K(t,\a\ + \Qa\) > a\t)(l + \logt\)t.

It would then follow that the above integral is greater than

a [coe(t)ta*(t)]q4
lo ~t

which in turn is equivalent to the norm of a in the space on the right-hand

side.

It thus remains to show (2.21) and that is very easy: Since

K(t,a;L ,L°°)= /  a*(s)ds= sup  / \a\,
JO \E\<tJE

we see that K(t,\a\ + \D.a\) > fE \a\ + |ßa| where E c {x e X: \a(x)\ > a*(t))

and \E\ = t. Using that |a| + |£2a| > a*(t)(l+ \logt\) on E, and that \E\ = t,
(2.21) follows.

3. Examples and applications

In this section we consider several examples and applications of the results

of §2. In particular, we relate the quasilogarithmic norm inequalities with the

so-called logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and with the complex method of in-

terpolation.

Let A = (A0,Af be a couple of Banach spaces such that A0 D Ax .  Let

O<0O<0<0,<1, 0<g<oo. Then using Holder's inequality, we have for

a e &(A),

nn H/711-      <\\n\\(f\-B)i(e,-e0),, ,,(8-80)1(6^-00)
\ *^*    / "j _   II" II j "<
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Observe that both sides of (3.1) coincide for 0 = 0n . Therefore, differentiating

X  l/(ei-öo)

both sides of (3.1) at 0 = 0O we obtain

M        Te^KJ
a  7

~>iM*-*[v^„
Thus

a 7        a 7 „ <   ah       log   7—n—'-A^—
1    "-V«k      "4    , ,q ,K - II    IU,0,,,,;      6 1     a  -

V"    "Aea,,,K.

1/(6,-80)

where fc>öo q(t) = t °(log 7) , 0 < / < 1 , and where Aw K for any positive

weight function co(t) denotes another by now standard generalization of the

space AgqK.

In particular, if q = 1, we obtain, using (2.12),

1/(6,-60)

(3.3) l|Qa|b     < cllalb    iogII M,0,| II      "Ag0,,

1      "-¿»,,1

lalb
"Ae0,i.

Inequalities of this form appear in the theory of logarithmic Sobolev inequal-

ities (cf. [7]). With appropriate choices, one can interpret (3.3) as "moment

inequalities" (cf. [14] and our next example).

(3.4) Example. Let A be a Banach space and let A be a linear closed operator

with domain of definition D(A) C X and dense. Assume, moreover, that A is

positive in the sense that there exists a constant C > 0 such that ||(A+i/)_ || <

C/(l + t) for / > 0. Then (cf. [10, 17]) one can compute DK for the couple

(A,D(A)) and obtain Q,K = Clog(/ + A). In this case (3.3) can be interpreted

as a moment inequality of the type considered in [14].

Next we consider the case of Sobolev spaces.

(3.5) Example. Let A be a minimally smooth domain,  R Ç R" ,   \R\ < 00.

For k e N, 1 < p < 00, consider the Sobolev spaces W'(R) = {f: Daf e

Lp(R),V\a\<k}. Let A = (Wxk ,W^). Then (cf. [3]),

K(t,f,A)v £   i'(D"ff(s)ds, 0<|/|<LR|

l«l<*

It follows that

Qgq(A) = if: D"f\o%\Dnf\ e L (y^ ><?) -vl«l < k} ■

(3.6) Example. The notion of a partial retract plays an important role in §2.

Here we wish to point out that if A is a retract of B (i.e., there exist operators

J^-.A—>B, AAP:~B —y A such that APJ" = id^ ), then there is a simple formula

relating Q^ and fig , namely Q77 = A^Çl-g^ . This allows us to simplify many

computations.
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An interesting case where (3.6) applies is given by couples of weighted Lp

spaces.

(3.7) Example. Let 1 < p0 f px < oo. We consider a couple of weighted Lp

spaces on a measure space A . Given positive functions wt, / = 0,1, on X,

we define the weighted spaces L^j by the norm ($ (\f\w Af'dx) . Let A be

the couple (Lfo, L?f ) ; then A is the retract of the couple B = (LPo(o(x)dx),

Lp'(o(x)dx)) where the measure

o(x)dx = w^/iPo-Pùw(-PoPu/(Po-Pùdx^

In fact, the map S : A —> B is given by

/..,A>\ '/(a.-/».) (o,\ Wpo-pi)

■"-(30    '•*"-&)    f
(with the obvious interpretations when one of the p's is infinite). This idea

goes back of course to the paper [16] by Stein and Weiss.

To relate the quasilogarithmic operators generated by the real and complex

methods we introduce a new method of complex interpolation. A variant of

this method was introduced in [6].

(3.8) Definition. Let A = (A0,AX) be a Banach couple. For 0 < 0 < 1 we

define the interpolation spaces

Derg(l) = {ae 1(A): 3fe^(A) s.t. f(6) = a}

where A¥(A) is the usual class AF(A) of Calderón (cf. [1]) with the additional

condition that f(8) e [A]g   (= usual complex interpolation space).

Let 0 < 0O < 0 < 0, , 1 < q0, qx < 1, 0 < rj < 1. Then,

A6,q =lA80,qo>A8,,q,\>

where 0 = (1 - r,)60 + r,9x , 1 = l=* + i (cf. [1] and §4). Let a e Agq

and choose an almost optimal J decomposition independent of (d,q), a =

/0°° u(s)y - Then we can construct an analytic function / e A?~(Ag ,Ag )

by letting

7o l

where y = (6 - eo)/r¡. Clearly, f(r¡) = a and /(i/) = (6 - 0o)iîya. Conse-

quently, we have that

(3-9) Qfl  M)   C  Der„(AH    n    f^d    J"v       ' 0 ,<p    ' — 1y    6o,qo'     8¡,q,'

We can also obtain results of type (3.10) under the assumption that A has

Fourier types (p0,px) (cf. [11]). In such a case we get

(3.10) agp(A)eT>erg(A),    1 = 1^ + 1.
p        p0       yx
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4. Mixed reiteration

The method of proof of (1.2) is based on the fact that the couple (Ag     ,

AgiAi) is a partial retract of (lqo(2~"e°) ,lq'(2~"ei)). A consequence of this fact

is the mixed reiteration formula (cf. [9, 22]).

(4-U ^    8o,qo,A8,,qf = ASr(li0(2-"<>0) ,/«-i(2-"si )) ,K

where AF is any interpolation functor, and the space appearing to the right of

(4.1) is defined by the condition that

K(2n ,a,A) eF(lq°(2~nBf ,lq~\2~"e')).

An important example is obtained by letting F = [, ]g be the complex method

(cf. (3.9) above). Another pertinent example is provided by F = fie . In fact,

by (2.6) fie is an interpolation functor and therefore (4.1) provides a slightly

different route to (1.2).

Let us conclude by observing that (4.1) can be applied to the case AF = Der

thus obtaining some further information related to (3.9):

(4-2) Der»/^eo,?o'/íei,«i^ = ^Der,(/«o(2-"9o),/ii(2-'"'i)),A:-
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